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Dear Participants of ICSEH 2019,
On behalf of the International Conference on Science, Education, and Humanities (ICSEH)
2019 committee, we would like to thank you for registering through the website of ICSEH
2019. We would like to apologize that the form you have filled out does not yet include the






We sincerely appreciate if you are able to fulfill your re-register before July 15, 2019. For
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Acknowledgement Letter ICSEH 2019
From: ICSEH 2019 (icseh.malay2019@gmail.com)
To: mtoifur@yahoo.com
Date: Sunday, July 14, 2019, 09:48 AM GMT+7
Dear Sir/Madam,
On behalf of the Organizing Committee of the First International Conference on Science, Education, and
Humanities (ICSEH) 2019.  We are writing to inform that your registration is successful. We would like to
present our gratitude to you as the registered participant of International Conference on Science, Education, and
Humanities (ICSEH 2019).
Your contributed paper at ICSEH 2019 may be considered for publication in our partnership international journal
indexed in Scopus.
If you would like to publish your paper in the above scheme, please follow this instruction:
1. Register at our open conference system website using the same name and email that you had used to fill
the registration form (Google Form A)
2. Submit your full paper into our open conference system website
(http://seminar.uad.ac.id/index.php/icseh/index) following the template provided in
(http://icseh.pascasarjana.uad.ac.id/) at the download menu. It is very kind of you to submit your
paper no longer than July 31st, 2019.
3. The review process will be separated into two process. The first process is an initial review, the initial
review instrument can be accessed in (http://icseh.pascasarjana.uad.ac.id/) at
the download menu. Hence, prepare your paper based on this instrument.
4. You have to upload the filled initial review instrument too at our open conference system website
(http://seminar.uad.ac.id/index.php/icseh/index) in the supplementary file.     
Furthermore, your paper will be refereed by two independent referees and then you will get a feedback for
revision and recommendation for your publication choice. Further details and steps of publication will be
informed by the committee depending on the review result.
Should you have any enquiries or need further assistance please do not hesitate to contact us by email
at icseh.malay2019@gmail.com or by Whatsapp at +62857-3995-7627.
 
We look forward to meeting you at the conference.    
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To: <wandapanda45@gmail.com>
Dear Sir/Madam
On behalf of the Organizing Committee of the First International Conference on Science,
Education, and Humanities (ICSEH) 2019. We would like to invite you to present your paper
at the First ICSEH 2019 on August 16th, 2019 held in Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris,
Malaysia.
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Number  : 015/PAN/VIII/2019       August, 6
th
  2019 
Paper ID : 1878 
Subject  : Letter of Acceptance 
 
jumratul wustha  
universitas ahmad dahlan 
 
On behalf of the Organizing Committee of the First International Conference on Science, Education, and Humanities 
(ICSEH) 2019, based on the review process. We are happy to inform you that 
 
First, your paper with the title: 
 




is accepted for oral presentation at ICSEH 2019. We would like to invite you to present your paper in a 10 minutes 
lecture of the parallel session as oral presenter or virtual presentation. Your contributed paper at ICSEH 2019 may be 
considered for publication in the International Journal of Scientific & Technology Research (http://ijstr.org) indexed 





Students 50 USD 750.000 IDR 
Academicians/Researchers/Industries 75 USD 1.100.000 IDR 
 





Students 100 USD 1.450.000 IDR 
Academicians/Researchers/Industries 125 USD 1.800.000 IDR 
 
If you wish to have a payment, please kindly make payment up to August 10
th
, 2019. We would like to ask your 
convenience to make payment to the following account. 
 
Indonesian Presenter/Participant 
Bank Name  : Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI) 
Account Number  : 0987-01-018954-536 
Account Name  : Anggit Prabowo 
Foreign Presenter/Participant 
Paypal account  : dwi.sulisworo@uad.ac.id 
 
Please note that presenters who pay using IDR need to add three digits of their paper ID to the amount of money 
they transferred to ease the registration process.  
Example:  
Paper ID: 1867  
Category: Presenter (Student): IDR 2,200,000  
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Before making a payment, you have to fill the term and condition form. Sign and upload it simultaneously together 
with the proof of payment. Please notify us after making payment to make sure that your payment and signed term 
and condition have been recorded by completing the proof of payment form that can be accessed at 
(http://icseh.pascasarjana.uad.ac.id/register/) form C or simply use this link (shorturl.at/amKQ2) no longer than 
August 10
th
, 2019.   
 
Second, we would like to ask your commitment to revise your paper based on the reviewer’s suggestion which can 
be accessed on our open conference system (seminar.uad.ac.id) using your submission account for ICSEH 2019 up 
to August 16
th
, 2019. If you do not revise your paper, we have the following consequence  
 
1. We don’t continue the publication process and  
2. The publication fee cannot be refund 
 
Furthermore, you have to download the registration and copyright form at 
http://icseh.pascasarjana.uad.ac.id/downloads/ and upload them simultaneously with the proof of payment and term 
and condition form using this link (shorturl.at/amKQ2).  
 
Third, once the payment and all the revision processes are completed, we would like to upload your paper to online 
submission of our partnership journal. 
 
Should you have any enquiries or need further assistance please do not hesitate to contact us by email at 
icseh.malay2019@gmail.com or by Whatsapp at +62857-3995-7627.  
 






Prof. Dr. Dwi Sulisworo, M.T. 
 
 
 
 
